
 
 

LOUDON UTILITIES 
P.O. BOX 69 

LOUDON, TENNESSEE 37774 

 

A G E N D A 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
OF LOUDON UTILITIES 

February 28, 2022 
4:30 PM 

 
 
 
 
1. Call to Order 
2. Recognition of Visitors 
 A.   Recognition of Employee Work Anniversaries 
 B. Municipal Technical Advisory Service  
3. Approval of Minutes 
 A. Regular Meeting – January 24, 2022 
4. Safety Report 
5. Financial Reports – December 
6. Items for Board Action 
 A.  Adopting an Interconnection, Metering, and Parallel Operation Agreement  
 B.  Approving Change Order #1 for the Watt Cemetery Road Water Project 
 C. Establishing Natural Gas Rates Effective March 2022 
7. Other 
 A. Fireworks Sponsorship 
 B. Tennessee Valley Authority Fuel Cost Adjustment  
8. Adjournment 



 
 

LOUDON UTILITIES 
P.O. BOX 69 

LOUDON, TENNESSEE 37774 

 

To:  Chairman Campbell and Board Members 

From:  Ty Ross 

Subject: February Agenda Items 

Date:  February 25, 2022 

 
 
 
 
The following items appear on the agenda for the February 28, 2022 meeting of the Board 

of Directors of Loudon Utilities: 

Recognition of Visitors. 

A. Recognition of Employee Work Anniversaries.   One (1) LUB employee has a 

service anniversary and was recognized with a service award at the workshop 

meeting. 

• Bill Kollock – 35 years 

B. Municipal Technical Advisory Service.  Ms. Angie Carrier will introduce and 

explain the upcoming manager evaluation process. 

Items for Board Action. 

A. Adopting an Interconnection, Metering, and Parallel Operation Agreement.  

Electric Director Watkins recommends an amendment to our customer service 

policy to provide guidelines how customers who want solar can install solar and 

interconnect with our distribution system.  He has drafted one similar to KUB. 

B. Approving Change Order #1 for the Watt Cemetery Road Water Project.  Field 

conditions require relocation of a water main in order to preserve homeowner’s 

large cedar trees.  The additional project cost of $30,003 is included in this change 

order. 



 
 

LOUDON UTILITIES 
P.O. BOX 69 

LOUDON, TENNESSEE 37774 

 

C. Establishing Natural Gas Rates Effective March 2022.  The cost of natural gas 

delivered to the City Gate increased for the month of February 2022.  Utilizing the 

formula for natural gas rates, this converts into a rate of $1.55 per 100 cubic feet for 

gas billed after March 1, 2022. 

Other. 

A. Fireworks Sponsorship.  Facilities and Maintenance Director Mark Harrell requests 

$19,000 (pending match from City) for $38,000 in total for fireworks programing 

covering both Independence Day (Sunday, July 3) and Riverfest (August 20) 2022. 

B. Tennessee Valley Authority Fuel Cost Adjustment.  The TVA FCA for March 2022 

increased from $0.01962 per kWh to $0.02027 per kWh.  The rate will result in a 

$0.65 increase for each 1,000 kWh of residential customers use.   
 



REGULAR MEETING 
LOUDON UTILITIES 

January 24, 2022 

The Board of Directors of Loudon Utilities held its properly advertised regular meeting on January 24, 
2022, at 4:30 p.m., in the public meeting space of the Loudon Municipal Building.  Those present 
were Chairman Don P. Campbell, Directors Gene Farmer, Tim Dixon, Carlie McEachern, and Bart 
Watson.  Others present were Manager Ty Ross, Nicole Curtis, John Davis, Bill Watkins, and 
Secretary Meghan Hull.  Hugh Willett, NewsHerald, represented the press.  Also present were 
approximately ten (10) people. 

Chairman Campbell welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order.   

Chairman Campbell asked if anyone wished to speak to the Board about anything not on the agenda.  
There was no response. 

Chairman Campbell asked for approval of the minutes of the regular meeting held on December 20, 
2021.  A motion was made by Director McEachern, seconded by Director Farmer and 
unanimously passed that the minutes of the regular meeting held on December 20, 2021 be 
approved as written.  

Director of Support Services Brown reported on the newly formed employee Safety Committee with 
six (6) LUB members and three (3) City members. 

Financial Reports for November had been distributed for the workshop.  Finance Director Curtis gave 
a presentation on the financial reports.  A motion was made by Director Dixon, seconded by 
Director McEachern and unanimously passed that the reports be received and placed on file. 

The first item for Board action was to consider an agreement with TriStar Energy Services for 
assistance with natural gas management reports and services.  A motion was made by Director 
Watson and seconded by Director Dixon that the following resolution be approved:  

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-01 

AUTHORIZING THE CONTRACT WITH  
TRISTAR ENERGY SOLUTIONS LLC  

FOR NATURAL GAS CONSULTANT SERVICES 

Upon a vote, the resolution was passed unanimously.  Board requested that this be evaluated in 
approximately three (3) months. 

Next Board considered adopting an interconnection, metering, and parallel operation agreement for 
solar power.  Electric Director Watkins described the guidelines of the agreement and suggested a 
voluntary customer education questionnaire for solar installation.  After discussion, the Board 
requested further study on information that the customer should have prior to solar installation.  The 
matter will be considered in February. 

The last item for Board consideration was to set the natural gas rate.  A motion was made by 
Director Dixon and seconded by Director Watson that the following resolution be approved:  

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-02 

ESTABLISHING NATURAL GAS RATES  
EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 2022 

Upon a vote, the resolution was passed unanimously. 

Manager Ross stated that the Tennessee Valley Authority fuel cost adjustment had decreased from 
$0.02481 per kWh to $0.01962 per kWh.  This results in a $5.19 decrease for each 1,000 kWh of 
residential customer usage. 

There being nothing further, Chairman Campbell adjourned the meeting at 5:01 p.m. 

 
 
______________________________   ________________________________ 
Secretary      Chairman 



RESOLUTION NO. 2022-__ 
 
 

ADOPTING AN INTERCONNECTION, METERING,  
AND PARALLEL OPERATION AGREEMENT 

 
 

 WHEREAS, Loudon Utilities desires to establish an Interconnection, Metering, 
and Parallel Operation Agreement in order to connect electric infrastructure with a 
private generation source; and 
 
 WHEREAS, The Loudon Utilities desires to adopt the Interconnection, Metering, 
and Parallel Operation Agreement as attached as a supplement to the Customer Service 
Policy amended on April 26, 2021. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of 
Loudon Utilities as follows: 
 

Section 1.  The Board of Directors of Loudon Utilities hereby adopts the 
attached document of the Interconnection, Metering, and Parallel 
Operation Agreement with implementation set for February 1, 2022 as a 
supplement to the Customer Service Policy. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
_________________________________  ______________________________ 
Secretary       Chairman 
 
Passed: _____ 



LOUDON UTILITIES BOARD 
 

INTERCONNECTION, METERING, AND PARALLEL OPERATION 
AGREEMENT 

 
 

This Interconnection, Metering and Parallel Operation Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and 
entered into this  day of  , 20 , by Loudon Utilities Board, a 
municipal utility created pursuant to the Charter of the City of Loudon, Tennessee. hereinafter 
referred to as “LUB”, and   hereinafter referred to as “Participant”. 
LUB and Participant may be collectively referred to as “Parties” or individually as a “Party.” 

 
WHEREAS, the Participant has requested interconnection services from LUB in order to store, 
generate, and/or sell the output of generation that is owned by LUB, the Participant, or a third 
party (see attached Application for Interconnection of Distributed Generation, hereafter called 
“Application”) at the Participant’s presently metered location, which is: 

 
  . 

 
WHEREAS, LUB agrees to provide interconnection services to Participant under the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement and provided further that this Agreement does not create any obligation 
of LUB to purchase Excess Generation resulting from this interconnection, nor does this Agreement 
give the Participant the right to sell Excess Generation resulting from this interconnection to any 
other entity, unless otherwise agreed to by LUB. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth 
herein, the Parties agree as follows: 

 

1. Scope of AGREEMENT 
 

1.1. LUB and the Participant agree that one or more generating and/or storage systems and all 
related interconnection equipment (described in the attached Application and hereinafter 
referred to as “Qualifying System”) located at Participant’s presently metered location with gross 
power rating of  kW DC and to be interconnected at  kV, may 
be interconnected to LUB’s electric power distribution system (“System”) in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of this AGREEMENT. Execution of this AGREEMENT allows the 
Participant to proceed with procurement and installation of the system, but Participant is not 
allowed to proceed with parallel operation until LUB has received a completed electrical 
inspection, LUB has conducted an onsite review and witnessed any required commissioning 
test, or waived such test, and has given Participant written authorization to proceed with parallel 
operation. 

 
2. Established Point of Interconnection 

 
The point where the electric energy first leaves the wires or facilities owned by LUB and enters 
the wires or facilities provided by Participant; or the electricity first leaves the wires of facilities 
provided by Participant and enters the wires or facilities owned by LUB; is the “Point of 
Interconnection.” LUB and Participant agree to interconnect the Qualifying System at the Point 
of Interconnection in accordance with LUB’s rules, regulations, bylaws, and rates (the “Rules”), 



which are incorporated herein by reference, and the Participant and the Qualifying System shall 
comply with the Loudon Utilities Board Interconnection Agreement and local codes, based on the 
approved Application. 

 
3. General Responsibilities of the Parties 

 
3.1. LUB has reviewed the proposed Qualifying System as described in the attached Application for 

compliance with LUB’s interconnection procedures and approved the Qualifying System for 
interconnection based on one of the following conditions: 

 
3.1.1. The Qualifying System has been reviewed by LUB based on the applicable codes and 

standards and has passed any applicable screening process in LUB’s interconnection 
procedures, or 

 
3.1.2. LUB, in agreement with Participant, has conducted additional engineering evaluations or 

detailed impact studies at Participant’s expense, and any necessary System upgrades or 
changes identified by these additional studies have been implemented and Participant 
has paid for such upgrades or changes where necessary. 

 
3.2. Participant shall comply with all applicable laws, regulations, zoning codes, building codes, 

safety rules, and environmental restrictions, including the latest version of the National Electrical 
Safety Code, the National Electric Code, and codes/standards issued by Underwriters 
Laboratories (“UL”), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”), and the 
American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”) that are applicable to the design, installation, 
operation, and maintenance of its Qualifying System. 

 
3.3. LUB shall, at Participant’s expense, provide and install such meters and related facilities 

(“Metering Installation”) as in LUB’s judgment are needed to measure the electrical output from 
the Qualifying System. Thereafter, LUB shall, at Participant’s expense, test, calibrate, operate, 
maintain, and, if necessary, replace the meter(s) in the Metering Installation. The Metering 
Installation shall conform to applicable industry standards and shall be for LUB’s exclusive use 
and control unless otherwise agreed by the Parties. If the Participant is selling the power output 
of the Qualifying System under a separate program or agreement, the Participant shall notify 
LUB of any metering requirements of the power purchaser, any costs of which shall be borne 
by the Participant. 

 
This Agreement does not create any obligation of LUB to purchase Excess Generation, as 
defined in Section 18.1, resulting from this interconnection, nor does the Agreement give the 
Participant the right to sell Excess Generation resulting from this interconnection to any other 
entity, unless otherwise agreed to by LUB. 

 
3.4. The Participant shall provide the local building code official inspection and certification of 

installation forms to LUB. The certification shall reflect that the code official has inspected and 
certified that the installation was permitted, has been approved, and has met all electrical, 
mechanical, and zoning qualifications. 

 
3.5. Prior to parallel operation, LUB may, at Participant’s expense, verify the Qualifying System for 

compliance with standards which may include testing the Qualifying System in the presence 
of a witness selected by LUB. Participant shall not begin parallel operation before LUB 
provides written authorization. 

 
3.6. Participant shall operate its Qualifying System in compliance with all aspects of the Rules and in 

accordance with industry standard prudent engineering practice, and must comply with the latest 
version of IEEE 519, UL 1741 SA, IEEE 1547, and any other applicable codes and standards of 
ANSI, IEEE, and UL. 

 
3.7. The Participant shall be responsible for protecting its generation and/or storage equipment, 

inverters, protective devices, and other Qualifying System components from damage from 
normal and abnormal conditions and operations that occur on LUB’s System in delivering and 
restoring 



power; and Participant shall be responsible for ensuring that the Qualifying System is inspected 
and maintained on an ongoing basis in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions to 
ensure that it is operating correctly and safely. 

 
4. Installation Verification and Ongoing Compliance 

 
4.1. LUB shall provide Participant with as much notice as reasonably practicable, either in  writing, 

email, or by phone, as to when LUB may conduct installation verification of the Qualifying 
System and/or review Participant’s associated documents. Upon reasonable notice, or at any 
time without notice in the event of an emergency or hazardous condition, LUB shall have 
access to the Participant’s premises at all times for the purpose of accessing the manual 
disconnect switch, performing an installation verification or disconnection, or, if necessary, to 
meet LUB’s legal obligation to provide service to its customers. 

 
5. Manual Disconnect Switch 

 
5.1. Participant must install a readily accessible manual, lockable, visible load break disconnect 

switch between the Qualifying System and LUB’s System that is visibly marked “Generation 
and/or Storage Disconnect.” The disconnect shall be mounted separate from, but adjacent 
to, LUB’s meter socket. The Participant shall ensure that such manual disconnect switch shall 
remain readily accessible to LUB and be capable of being locked in the open position with a 
single LUB utility padlock. A weatherproof single-line diagram of the facility must be located 
adjacent to the disconnect switch. 

 
6. Disconnection/Reconnection 

 
6.1. LUB may open the manual disconnect switch or disconnect the Participant’s meter, pursuant to 

the conditions set forth in Section 6.2 below, isolating the Qualifying System, without prior notice 
to the Participant. To the extent practicable, however, prior notice shall be given. As soon as 
practicable after the conditions necessitating disconnection have been remedied, LUB shall 
unlock the disconnect switch so Participant may reenergize the Qualifying System. However, 
whether or not LUB has locked the disconnect switch, the Participant shall not reenergize the 
Qualifying System without the prior approval of LUB. 

 
6.2. LUB has the right to disconnect the Qualifying System at any time. Examples of situations that 

may require disconnect include, but are not limited to: 
 

6.2.1. Emergencies or maintenance requirements on LUB’s System; 
 

6.2.2. Hazardous conditions existing on LUB’s System due to the operation of the Participant’s 
Qualifying System, including without limitation protective equipment, as determined by 
LUB; and 

 
6.2.3. Adverse electrical effects, such as power quality problems, on the electrical equipment of 

LUB’s other electric consumers caused by the Qualifying System as determined by LUB. 
 

6.2.4. Failure to pay LUB for costs associated with the Qualifying System as described in 
Section 16. 



6.3. The Participant is responsible for the protection of the Qualifying System by providing the local 
protection scheme necessary to isolate the Qualifying System from LUB’s System for system 
line interruptions and when the distribution power source is lost. Accordingly, the Participant 
must provide and install, at its expense, any necessary protection and control devices for the 
Qualifying System so that the Qualifying System detects an islanding condition (a condition in 
which a generator or battery continues to provide power to a location even though power from 
the electric grid is no longer present) and trips or disconnects the Qualifying System from LUB 
in less than 10 cycles (less than 0.1667 seconds). 

 
7. Modifications/Additions to Participant-owned Qualifying System 

 
7.1. If the Qualifying System is subsequently modified in order to increase or decrease its gross 

power rating or any components are changed, the Participant must provide LUB with written 
notification that fully describes the proposed modifications at least sixty (60) calendar days prior 
to making such modifications. LUB has the right to accept or deny the request of the proposed 
modifications. LUB shall review such modifications to determine if LUB needs to modify its 
interconnection facilities, any cost incurred in the review or system modification shall be borne by 
the Participant. Participant may, at its own risk, proceed with procurement and installation of 
such modifications, but Participant is not allowed to proceed with parallel operation until LUB 
has conducted an onsite installation verification and witnessed any required commissioning test 
or waived such test, and LUB has given Participant written authorization to proceed with parallel 
operation of the modified system. 

 
8. Indemnity 

 
8.1. Participant agrees to release, indemnify, defend and save harmless LUB, and their respective 

agents, contractors, and employees from all liability, claims, demands, causes of action, costs, 
including reasonable attorney fees, or losses for personal injuries, property damage, or loss of 
life or property, sustained by Participant, Participant’s agents and family, or third parties arising 
out of or in any way connected with the installation, testing, operation, maintenance, repair, 
replacement, removal, defect, or failure of Participant’s Qualifying System. The obligations of 
this Section 8.1 shall survive termination of this AGREEMENT. Nothing in this AGREEMENT 
shall serve to limit the participant’s obligations under this section 8.1, Indemnity. 

 
9. Assignment 

 
9.1. Participant shall not assign this AGREEMENT without thirty (30) calendar days prior written 

notice to LUB and without LUB’s written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. 

 
9.2. The assignee shall be required to assume in writing all of the Participant’s rights, responsibilities, 

and obligations under this AGREEMENT. 
 

10. Insurance 
 

10.1. There are no specific insurance requirements for Qualifying Systems. However, the 
Participant is encouraged to obtain an insurance policy to protect the Qualifying 
System equipment and an additional liability policy for Personal Injury and Property 
Damage to sufficiently protect the Participant and those parties indemnified in section 
8.1 of this AGREEMENT. 

 
 
 

11. Effective Term and Termination Rights 
 

11.1. This AGREEMENT becomes effective when executed by both Parties and shall continue in 
effect as long as the Qualifying System is capable of operation and connected to LUB’s 
System, notwithstanding any termination of any power purchase agreement for some or all of 
the Qualifying System’s output. If LUB incurs any costs as a result of termination of this 



AGREEMENT, Participant shall reimburse LUB for such costs. LUB reserves the right to 
terminate this AGREEMENT if the Participant is non-compliant with any terms of this 
AGREEMENT or LUB’s interconnection procedures. 

12. Entire AGREEMENT and Prior Agreements Superseded

12.1. This AGREEMENT, including the Rules, all attached Exhibits expressly made a part hereof for
all purposes, constitutes the entire agreement and understanding between the Parties with 
regard to the interconnection of the Qualifying System at the Point of Interconnection expressly 
provided for in this AGREEMENT. The Parties are not bound by or liable for any statement, 
representation, promise, inducement, understanding, or undertaking of any kind or nature 
(whether written or oral) with regard to the subject matter hereof not set forth or provided for 
herein, in the Participant’s attached Application, or other written information provided by the 
Participant in compliance with the Rules. 

13. Notices

13.1. Notices given under this AGREEMENT are deemed to have been duly delivered if hand
delivered or sent by United States certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, to: 

(a) If to LUB:

Loudon Utilities Board  

ATTN: Gregg Hensley, Director Customer Service 

P.O. Box 69 

Loudon, TN 37774 

(b) If to Participant:

The above-listed names, titles, and addresses of either Party may be changed by written 
notification to the other. 



 
14. Applicable Law 

 
14.1. This AGREEMENT shall be governed pursuant to the laws of Tennessee. 

 
15. Severability 

 
15.1. If one or more of the provisions of this AGREEMENT are found to be invalid, illegal or 

unenforceable, the validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining provisions of the 
Agreement shall not be affected. 

 
16. Billing and Payment 

 
16.1. Participant is responsible for LUB’s actual costs, including applicable overheads that LUB 

incurs due to Participant’s interconnection and parallel operation of the Qualifying System. 
These costs include, without limitation, the cost of system impact studies, installation 
verifications, reviews, associated billing charges, meter reading charges, installation of the 
Metering Installation, operations and maintenance (“O&M”) of the Metering Installation and all 
other additional facilities required to be installed by LUB to interconnect the Qualifying System, 
and LUB’s System reconfiguration, upgrades, and modifications (including any reconfiguration 
or restoration of LUB’s System following termination of this AGREEMENT (“Disconnection 
Costs”)). 

 
16.2. Upon receipt of sufficient information from Participant, LUB shall provide to Participant an 

estimate of such interconnection costs, indicating what costs are upfront costs (“Upfront 
Interconnection Costs”) and what costs (if any) are recurring, periodic charges (“Periodic 
Interconnection Costs”).  These costs or charges will be presented as an Aid to 
Construction on a standard form to the participant. 

 
16.3. Participant shall remit to LUB the full amount of the Aid to Construction equal to the Upfront 

Interconnection Costs, before LUB begins incurring costs and before Participant 
interconnects or begins parallel operation of the Qualifying System. If the total actual 
Upfront Interconnection Costs incurred by LUB exceed the estimate paid by Participant, 
LUB shall promptly submit to Participant a written invoice for the excess amount, which 
amount Participant shall promptly pay. Once LUB has begun incurring any Periodic 
Interconnection Costs or Disconnection Costs, LUB shall bill Participant for such costs, 
which costs Participant shall promptly pay. 

 
17. Miscellaneous 

 
17.1. This AGREEMENT may be amended only by a written instrument executed by both Parties. 

 
17.2. This AGREEMENT may be executed in several counterparts, each of which shall be considered 

as original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument. 



17.3. The headings in this AGREEMENT are solely for the convenience of the Parties in locating 
provisions in this AGREEMENT. The headings themselves are not part of this AGREEMENT 
and shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. 

 
18. Excess Generation 

 
18.1. Generation in excess of the customer’s instantaneous usage that flows beyond the customer’s 

point of interconnection with LUB and into the LUB distribution system shall be referred to 
herein as Excess Generation. 

 
 

18.2. Excess Generation Agreements: 
 

 Customer does not have an agreement to sell Excess Generation. 
 

 Customer has an agreement to sell Excess Generation under: 
 
 
 

Agreement Description:   
 

With:   
 

Effective Date:   
 

Term of Contract:   
 

Customer must attach copy of the agreement. 
 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this AGREEMENT to be signed by their respective 
duly authorized representatives. 

 
[LUB] [PARTICIPANT NAME] 

 
BY:   BY:    

 

TITLE:   TITLE:    
 

DATE:   DATE:    



LUB Application for Interconnection of Distributed Generation 
This application is considered complete when it provides all applicable and correct 
information required below. Current Application Fee - $500. Customer must also 
place a request for solar interconnection @ 865-458-2091. 

 
CUSTOMER 
Name:      
Address:      
City:  State:   Zip:   
Telephone:   Email Address:    
Electric Service Account Number   (can get from LUB)      
Owner of Building (if different than customer)        

 
 

CONTACT (IF DIFFERENT THAN CUSTOMER) 
Name:      
Address:      
City:  State:   Zip:   
Telephone:   Email Address:     

 
 

OWNER OF SYSTEM (IF DIFFERENT THAN CUSTOMER) 
Name:      
Address:      
City:  State:  Zip:   
Telephone:   Email Address:     

 
PROJECT DESIGN/ENGINEERING (AS APPLICABLE) 
Company:  
Mailing Address:   
City:    County:    State:    Zip Code:   

Phone Number:  Representative:   
Email Address:    
PE License:  State:    

 
 

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR (AS APPLICABLE) 
Company:        
Mailing Address:          
City:  County:    State:  Zip:   
Phone Number:   Representative:    
Email Address:    Fax Number:      
Contractor’s License #:   City/County/State:     



GENERATING FACILITY INFORMATION 
Location (if different from above):          
Distributor:   Account Number:      
Inverter Manufacturer:     Model:    
Nameplate Rating:  (kW)   (kVA)  (AC Volts) 
# of Phases:     Single  Three      # of Inverters in System:    
System Design Capacity:  (kW)  (kVA) Battery Backup:  Yes  No 
If Yes - Manufacturer:  Model:  
Energy Source:  Solar  Wind  Hydro  Residential Battery  Utility Scale Battery 

 Utility Scale Fuel  Gas  Diesel  Other (describe)    

Total Site Load  (highest kW demand last 12 months) 

Residential  Commercial  Industrial   

Annual Estimated Generation  (kWh) 

Estimated Installation Date:  Estimated In-Service Date:    
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION – SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 
In addition to the items listed above, please attach a detailed one-line diagram of the proposed facility, all 
applicable elementary diagrams, major equipment (generators, transformers, inverters, circuit breakers, 
protective relays, batteries, number and location of PV panels, etc.), specifications, test reports, etc., and 
any other applicable drawings or documents necessary for the proper design of the interconnection. Also 
describe the address or grid coordinates of the facility. The customer agrees to provide LUB with any 
additional information required to complete the interconnection. 

PERMISSION TO INTERCONNECT 
Customer must not operate their generating facility in parallel with Distributor’s system until they receive 
written authorization for parallel operation from Distributor. Unauthorized parallel operation could result in 
injury to persons and/or damage to equipment and/or property for which the customer may be liable. 

INTERCONNECTION CUSTOMER SIGNATURE 
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the information provided in this application is true. 

 
 

Signed:    
 

Title:  Date:    
 

LUB CONTACT FOR APPLICATION SUBMISSION AND FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
LUB Contact:    Gregg Hensley  
Title: _Director, Customer Service    
Address: Customer Service Center; P.O. Box 69; Loudon, TN 37774   
Phone: (865) 458-2091 Email: gregg.hensley@loudonutilities.org 

mailto:Bill.Warren@KUB.org


 

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN CONSIDERING SOLAR 

INSTALLATION AND/OR BATTERY BACKUP 

 

Considering Solar Panels for your house?  Below are some things 

that Loudon Utilities suggests that you ask your Solar Installer: 

 

SOLAR PANELS 

How much power will the solar panels produce – on average – per year? 

How will this production be measured?  (Loudon Utilities does NOT provide an 

extra meter to do this) 

Has an explanation been given about how the solar production will vary through 

the different seasons? 

Were any predictions made about any savings on your utility bill (either monthly 

or yearly)? 

Were any guarantees or warranties provided for the panels or other equipment? 

 

BATTERY BACKUP 

Will the backup power be installed for specific items or circuits?  (home 

computers, WiFi, refrigerators and freezers are common items). 

Have those specific items been identified to you? 

Any representation made as to how long this backup will last? 

Will the backup be programmed to provide power after the solar generation 

stops? (if so this will MAXIMIZE the power and cost of power you save). 

 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: 

There are some tax advantages that are available for Solar installations.  Have 

you been made aware of them?  Ask your tax preparer or research how to claim 

these costs.  Make sure you have the reciepts from your installer for those items 

which qualify. 



RESOLUTION NO. 2022-

APPROVING CHANGE ORDER #1 FOR THE 
WA TT CEMETERY ROAD WATER PROJECT 

WHEREAS, Loudon Utilities approved the Watt Cemetery Road water project 
by passage of Resolution No. 2021-44 Awarding Bid for the Watt Cemetery Road Water 
Project on September 27, 2021; and 

WHEREAS, Adams and Sons, Inc. has submitted a proposal for a change order 
authorization per proposed Change Order # 1. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of 
Loudon Utilities as follows : 

Section 1. The Board of Directors of Loudon Utilities hereby approves 
the Change Order # 1 from Adams and Sons, Inc. for the Watt Cemetery 
Road water project as attached. 

Secretary 

Passed: 

Chairman 



CHANGE ORDER 

Oeder No. ______ o __ ne_.l....,1l 

Date: _____ -_.1/2=5/22= 

Agreement Date: ____ 11 ...... /9_12_1 

NAME OF PROJECT: Watt Cemetery Road 1 MG Tank and Wafer Une 

OWNER: ~Lo=ud=o;::;an:..;:utf=Rtl:i:::es=---------------

CONTRACTOR: .. M._ams__.... .... &,_S=o:..n::.,s,...,..lnc.=--------------

The foJlow{ng changes are hereby made to 1Jte ,Contract Documents: 

Change to Contract Price 

Original Contract Price 

Current Contract Price adjusted by previous Change Order 
The Contract Price due to this Change Order win be .r. 

increased by: 
The new Contract Price fncludfng this Change Order win be: 

Change to Contract Time 

The Contract Time wBI be increased by seven m calendar days. 
The date for completion of an work will be Jtme 20, 2022. 

Justlff caUon 

$1,847,491.00 

$1,847,491.00 

$ 30,003.00 
$1,BU,494.00 

Sea attached emaH pricing and sketch showfng proposed changes. Reid conditions at the 
proposed tie-in point dictated a new location to be used Coo cost change), Reid condjtions 
also dictated the relocatfon of water main along Watt Cemete,y Rd. b order to preserve 

bomeowner's we ceder trees. une wm be rerouted to the road's edge to miss tree roots 

for addltfooal protect cost of $30.003 due to new trench and asphalt paving. Additlonal 
contract time Is proykled to allow for delays associated wllh the two change Items. 

~by: l11~U 
Recommended by: · :Dc:J-

{Contractor} 

{Engineer) 

Ordered by: ___ _..___. _____________ ..,.,0wn._...er....,..) 

STD 12/92 00 63 63 - 1 
M-loudon Ulillles\Telllco VIiiage Walt Cemelery Rd Tanlc and MalmS5S486 

K18008-03 
12/15/20 



RESOLUTION NO. 2022-__ 
 

ESTABLISHING NATURAL GAS RATES  
EFFECTIVE MARCH 2022 

 
 
 

 WHEREAS, Loudon Utilities purchases natural gas at the first of the month 
index price; and 
 
 WHEREAS, It is therefore necessary to change the natural gas rate each month 
based on the price of gas that is being purchased for resale; and 
 
 WHEREAS, The Utility Manager has recommended the price for the sale of gas 
for customers other than interruptible and process load customers be set at $1.55 per 100 
cubic feet for all meters read after March 1, 2022. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of 
Loudon Utilities as follows: 
 

Section 1.  The natural gas rate for meters for customers other than 
interruptible and process load customers read on or after March 1, 2022 
shall be $1.55 per 100 cubic feet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________  ______________________________ 
Secretary       Chairman    
 
Passed:  _____ 



Gas Supply Cost 

Pipeline Charges 

Supply Management 

Subtotal 

BTU & System Loss (8%) 

Demand Unit Charge 

ETNG Rate Action 8/2020 

Storage Charges 

Cost of Gas 

System Operations 

Cost per MCF 

Rate per 100 Cubic _Feet 

GAS RATE COMPUTATIONS 

Base Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate 
Month Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 

(Sept 2003) 12/1/21 111/22 211/22 3/1/22 4/1/22 

4.9950 6.1600 5.3700 3.9700 6.2500 

0.2755 -0.1717 0.1693 0.1319 0.1927 

0.0350 0.0450 0.0450 0.0450 0.0450 0.0450 

5.3055 6.0333 5.5843 4.1469 6.4877 

0.0000 0.4827 0.4467 0.4147 0.6488 

1.2200 2.7370 2.7370 3.0370 3.0370 3.0370 

0.0000 0.5900 0.5900 0.5900 0.5900 0.5900 

6.5255 9.8430 9.3580 8.1886 10.7635 

4.4745 4.4745 4.4745 4.6087 4.7470 4.4745 

$11.000 $14.3175 $13.8325 $12.7973 $15.5105 

$1.10 $1.43 $1.38 $1.28 $1.55 

NOTES: BTU & System Losses added June 2004 - BTU Factor (7%) System Losses (1%) 
Storage Charges added June 2004 and increased May 2008 

ETNG Rate Action added August 2020 and removed November 2021 
Demand Unit Charge increased January 2022 

Rate Rate 
Effective Effective 

5/1/22 6/1122 

0.0450 0.0450 

3.0370 3.0370 

0.5900 0.5900 

4.4745 4.4745 



Tennessee Valley Authority 
Fuel Cost Adjustment 
Effective: from October 1, 2006 Residential 

Base Fuel New FCA Increase per Cumulative 
FCA TERM FCA Amount Amount 1,000 kWh Increase 
Jan 2018 (0.182) 1.994 1.812 -0.51 -1 .82 
Feb 2018 (0.150) 1.994 1.844 0.32 -1 .50 
Mar 2018 0.024 1.994 2.018 1.74 0.24 
Apr 2018 (0.006) 1.994 1.988 -0.30 -0.06 
May 2018 (0.073) 1.994 1.921 -0 .67 -0 .73 
Jun 2018 (0.113) 1.994 1.881 -0.40 -1 .13 
Jul 2018 (0.102) 1.994 1.892 0.11 -1 .02 
Aug 2018 (0.101) 1.994 1.893 0.01 -1 .01 
Sep 2018 (0.326) 1.994 1.668 -2.25 -3.26 
Oct 2018 (0.158) 1.994 1.836 1.68 -1 .58 
Nov 2018 (0.074) 1.994 1.920 0.84 -0.74 
Dec 2018 (0.050) 1.994 1.944 0.24 -0.50 

Jan 2019 0.034 1.994 2.028 0.84 0.34 
Feb 2019 (0 .085) 1.994 1.909 -1.19 -0.85 
Mar 2019 (0.203) 1.994 1.791 -1.18 -2.03 
Apr 2019 (0.314) 1.994 1.680 -1.11 -3.14 
May 2019 (0.336) 1.994 1.658 -0 .22 -3.36 
Jun 2019 (0.247) 1.994 1.747 0.89 -2.47 
Jul 2019 (0.140) 1.994 1.854 1.07 -1 .40 
Aug 2019 (0.321) 1.994 1.673 -1.81 -3.21 
Sep 2019 (0.491) 1.994 1.503 -1.70 -4.91 
Oct 2019 (0.466) 1.994 1.528 0.25 -4.66 
Nov 2019 (0.236) 1.994 1.758 2.30 -2.36 
Dec 2019 (0.247) 1.994 1.747 -0.11 -2.47 

Jan 2020 (0.162) 1.994 1.832 0.85 -1.62 
Feb 2020 (0.357) 1.994 1.637 -1 .95 -3.57 
Mar 2020 (0.367) 1.994 1.627 -0.10 -3.67 
Apr 2020 (0.564) 1.994 1.430 -1 .97 -5.64 
May 2020 (0.579) 1.994 1.415 -0.15 -5.79 
Jun 2020 (0.567) 1.994 1.427 0.12 -5.67 
Jul 2020 (0.497) 1.994 1.497 0.70 -4.97 
Aug 2020 (0.580) 1.994 1.414 -0.83 -5.80 
Sep 2020 (0.723) 1.994 1.271 -1.43 -7 .23 
Oct 2020 (0.566) 1.994 1.428 1.57 -5.66 
Nov 2020 (0.450) 1.994 1.544 1.16 -4.50 
Dec 2020 (0.511) 1.994 1.483 -0.61 -5.11 

Jan 2021 (0.417) 1.994 1.577 0.94 -4.17 
Feb 2021 (0.500) 1.994 1.494 -0.83 -5.00 
Mar 2021 (0.458) 1.994 1.536 0.42 -4.58 
Apr 2021 0.042 1.994 2.036 5.00 0.42 
May 2021 (0.268) 1.994 1.726 -3.10 -2.68 
Jun 2021 (0.261) 1.994 1.733 0.07 -2 .61 
Jul 2021 (0.093) 1.994 1.901 1.68 -0.93 
Aug 2021 (0.120) 1.994 1.874 -0.27 -1.20 
Sep 2021 (0.192) 1.994 1.802 -0.72 -1.92 
Oct 2021 0.003 1.994 1.997 1.95 0.03 
Nov 2021 0.199 1.994 2.193 1.96 1.99 
Dec 2021 0.365 1.994 2.359 1.66 3.65 

Jan 2022 0.487 1.994 2.481 1.22 4.87 
Feb 2022 (0 .032) 1.994 1.962 -5.19 -0 .32 
Mar 2022 0.033 1.994 2.027 0.65 0.33 
Apr 2022 0.00 0.00 
May 2022 0.00 0.00 
Jun 2022 0.00 0.00 
Jul 2022 0.00 0.00 
Aug 2022 0.00 0.00 
Sep 2022 0.00 0.00 
Oct 2022 0.00 0.00 
Nov 2022 0.00 0.00 
Dec 2022 0.00 0.00 

• Beginning April 1st 2011 TV A removed all fuel costs from the base rates and will 
include all fuel costs in the Fuel Cost Adjustment in the future 
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